glass MOSAIC

CITY LIGHTS
™

GLass MOSAIC

Vibrancy, radiance, and pure shimmer, that’s the new City Lights
Collection. Add eye-catching attention to your space and leave
the room in a trance with the glow of these glass mosaics.
Sixteen new stunning blends inspired by the world’s most
exciting cities will bring sophisticated excitement to your design.
This beautiful collection offers ultimate versatility being used
commercially or residentially to create borders, backsplashes, or
entire walls. Let your personality shine through the City Lights
Collection.
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Cover photo features Barcelona 1/2 x 1/2 mosaic with Veranda Tones in Zen Garden 6-1/2 x 20 field tile.

Photo features South Beach 1/2 x 1/2 mosaic on the walls.

Photo features Paris 1/2 x 1/2 mosaic on the wall.
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Mosaic Tile
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st. moritz cl65*

paris cl67*

hollywood cl64*

barcelona cl66**

south beach cl71*

st. thomas cl70**

Mosaic Tile

fiji cl75*

capri cl68**

honolulu cl72**

rio cl73**

las vegas cl69**

tokyo cl62*

*Paper-mounted

**Mesh-mounted

monte carlo cl63**

bangkok cl61**

london cl60**

manhattan cl74**

Backsplash Design Idea

Backsplash features Manhattan 1/2 x 1/2 mosaic with Marble Nouveau Nero 3 x 6 field tile and 1 x 12
pencil rail.

Photo features Barcelona 1/2 x 1/2 mosaic on the wall.
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GLAss MOSAIC
Trim

sizes

1/2 x 1/2 Mosaic Blend
(12 x 12 Sheet)

11-1/2" x 11-1/2"
(29.21 cm x 29.21 cm)

SQ.FT.
CARTON

PIECES PER
CARTON

20.74

22

No trim available

SHADE VARIATION
RANDOM (V4)

RESIDENTIAL USAGE

Extreme color and texture variation from tile to tile and within each tile;
a random look.
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INSTALLATION
THICKNESS

GROUT JOINT RECOMMENDATION

1/8"

1/16" Approximately

COMMERCIAL USAGE
INTERIOR

EXTERIOR

Light
Residential Commercial Commercial Residential Commercial

Floors/Patios

*

Walls/Backsplashes

SLIP RESISTANCE (WET) : 2

The higher the rating, the higher the slip resistance.
1 < .50
2 .50 - .59
3 ≥ .60

Countertops
Pool Decking
Pool Linings
Suitable in freezing and non-freezing climates when proper installation methods are
followed.
*Office building restroom floors and hotel baths only.

TEST RESULTS
ASTM#

RESULT

C373

<0.01%

Breaking Strength

C648

>250 lbs

Scratch Hardness

MOHS

7.0

Chemical Resistance

C650

Resistant

Coefficient of Friction

C1028

Wet: ≥0.50
Dry: ≥0.70

Water Absorption

NOTES
Paper-face and mesh-mounted installation instructions are included in carton.
Strong random shading enhances the natural beauty of this product. To achieve optimal
results, tile should be selected from multiple cartons and shading arrangement planned
prior to installation.
Since there are variations in all fired ceramic products, the tile and trim supplied for
your particular installation may not match these samples. Final color selection should
be made from actual tiles and trim and not from tile and trim samples or color
reproductions. Manufactured in accordance with ANSI A137.1 standards.
For additional information refer to “Factors to Consider” at: www.daltile.com/
CommercialFactors
Water, oil, grease etc. create slippery conditions. Floor applications with exposure to
these conditions require extra caution in product selection.
Not for use on ramps.
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Cert no. SW-COC-001883
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By their very design, Daltile products can help make it easier for you to earn LEED™ points and/
or points towards many industry leading green home building programs. From using recycled
material content to establishing manufacturing facilities within 500 miles of your project, we help
ensure you don’t have to compromise your design to be environmentally conscious. For detailed
information, visit daltilegreenworks.com.

